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Car parking in China
edited by Monique Abud
Not only in Beijing but also in most municipalities in China, car-parking remains a critical issue.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/6952

China’s Li Keqiang about urbanization
edited by Monique Abud
‘Chinese Premier Li Keqiang is on the urbanization warpath. For Li, urbanization—transforming rural
Chinese into urban dwellers—has become perhaps the most important issue of his early months as
premier.’
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/6805

Urban studies in France
edited by Monique Abud
An introduction to a series of articles about the characteristics of French “études urbaines”.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/6937

China by night, now and then (2010-1992)
edited by Miguel Elosua
China's urbanization by night, by courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC), National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/6844

China’s growing natural gas insecurity and the potential of Chinese shale gas
edited by Jacqueline Nivard
Article by John Seaman on the Institut français des relations internationales website.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/6880

Chinese research perspectives on the environment
edited by Jacqueline Nivard
Chinese research perspectives on the environment
A special volume in the Chinese Research Perspectives on the Environment series, this Englishlanguage volume is an edited collection of articles from the Chinese-language volume of The Annual
Review of Low-Carbon Development in China (2011-2012).
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/6778

An underground city in Paris – The Parisian sewer system
written by Chi-Han Ai
Victor Hugo in "Les Miserables" mentioned that "the sewer is the conscience of the city". The
completion of the sewer system not only reflects the development level of a city, but also embodies the
quality of life. The Parisian sewer system may be used for the urbanisation in China. (Article in
Chinese 文章以中文撰写).
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/6848

Who is in charge of waste?
written by Sebastien Goulard
How to encourage inhabitants to separate their waste?
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/6841
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Funded under the European Commission’s Seventh
Framework Programme, UrbaChina is a collaborative
project managed by a consortium of 11 leading Chinese
and European research institutions. UrbaChina analyses
China's urbanisation trends for the next 40 years and
define possible future scenarios with reference to
concepts of sustainability.
Members:
•CNRS
•East China Normal University
•Development Research Centre
•University of Birmingham
•Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
•LSE
•Chinese Academy of Sciences
•ISIS
•University of Lisbon
•People’s University
•Anhui academy of Environmental Science Research
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